
GAMA EXTERIOR / EXTERIOR RANGE

Care Products

Description

Thanks to the wide range of Repsol products prepared for the exterior maintenance of your vehicle, the following 
products will give you maximum care and protection:

Wizard Elimina Arañazos / Wizard Scratch Remover

Creamy wax to eliminate small scratches and attenuate deeper ones. Can be used on all types of paint, metal, 
stainless steel and chrome. 
Instructions: Apply a little product using a clean cloth. Rub vigourously and polish. 
It comes in a 150 ml tube.

Wizard Polish / Wizard Polish

Liquid polish that cleans and eliminates the aged, surface layer of painted and chrome surfaces, leaving them 
shiny. 
Instructions: Apply to a clean, dry surface. Eliminate the layer formed with a clean cloth. 
It comes in a 250 ml metal can.

Wizard Elimina Insectos / Wizard Bug Remover

Product to eliminate the insects incrusted on windows, bodywork, lights, bumpers, etc. Cleans without damaging 
any surface. 
Instructions: Spray directly on the surface to be cleaned and wipe with a cloth. 
It comes in a 500 ml plastic spray container.

Wizard Champú / Wizard Shampoo

Easily soluble in water, its viscosity is appropriate for administering with pumps and controlled and stabilised 
foams. Wizard Shampoo combines its lubricant power, which enables brushes to slide over the bodywork without 
scratching it, with the power to eliminate dirt cause by pollution. Especially suitable for cleaning the bodywork of 
cars in carwashes. 
Instructions: As it is a highly concentrated product, it must always be diluted in water at a concentration between 2 
and 7%. Biodegradable product.
It comes in a 1 l plastic container.

Wizard Lava Encera / Wizard Wash and Wax

Product for washing the outside of cars and motorcycles. Washes and waxes. Does not damage paintwork or any 
other material on the bodywork of a car. Leaves the surfaces clean and shiny.
Instructions: Dilute 5 mL in 5 L of water. Apply using a sponge and dry thoroughly.
It comes in a 1 L plastic container.

Safety data sheets are available on request at: lubricantes@repsol.com
Lubricant Technical data sheet RP_9061Z,RP_9062Z,RP_9063Z,RP_9066Z,RP_9067Z
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